With more digital entertainment available than
ever before, and more ways to consume this
content, how can you ensure that your VoD
promotions are optimized?
Why spend millions on your promotional efforts when you’re probably
not getting the information you need from your Web Store, MVPDs, Games
Consoles, Streaming and Smart TV distribution partners in return?
And what data do you get if you don’t pay for a promotion? Zilch!
When you’re essentially flying blind, it’s really difficult to know which of
your promotional strategies are working, but we have found 5 key ways
to optimize your VoD promotion and increase your ROI.

Follow this guide to get more sales, views,
subscribers and downloads, and less churn.

1
Track your
distribution
points

With placement data that has been captured
over a period of time, you can compare it to your
viewing data to understand which spots generate
the most views, transactions or subscribers.
Understanding how an asset performs over its
product lifecycle (PVOD, TVOD, SVOD, AVOD) will
also help you optimize future product launches
to maximize your R.O.I

Being able to see how and where your content and entertainment
Apps are being promoted on actual devices is critical.
Tracking Connected TV devices - like Smart TVs,
streaming devices, Set Top Boxes, game consoles
and Web Stores on an individual device level - is
incredibly time consuming and only provides you
with a snapshot in time.
With no visibility of where your content and
Apps are positioned across digital storefronts,
you’re not able to make the most of promotional
opportunities, and risk your competitors taking
your share of voice and audience.

2
Monitor the
competition

Without an overview of promotional opportunities
that your competitors are taking advantage of,
how can you expect to get ahead?

By tracking your competitors Apps and content promotions
you can unlock opportunities that you would otherwise be unaware of.
Track campaign performance against your
competitors to better understand your share
of voice, and use these metrics to benchmark
yourselves.

Account Managers armed with competitor data
can secure similar promotional backing from each
platform.

3
Optimize
your Title
compliance

On average we see that most distributors have between 10-20 errors
per Title per country. That’s a lot of money left on the table...
Timing is critical when it comes to Transactional
Compliance reporting, as you need to know in
real-time if your Titles and Apps are live, priced
correctly, positioned accurately and contain the
right artwork.

You need to know when a Title has gone live too
early or too late on all of your stores. Ensuring that
your content is available on the shelf with the
correct metadata assigned means that viewers
will be able to discover, and then stream or
download your Titles with ease.

4

Understand
the value
of your
placements
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Companies that don’t understand and appreciate the value of
placements across VoD stores are wasting precious time and money.
It’s critical to know which spots across various
Web Stores and Connected TV Devices provide
you with the best R.O.I, especially when it comes
to paid and earned (free!) media placements.

If you correlate your merchandising placement
data with your historical sales data too, you can
then understand which spots generate the best
increases in views, downloads, and subscriptions.

5

Negotiate
better
placements

With improved visibility of Connected TV Devices and Web Stores
across multiple territories, you can identify which placements you and
your competitors gain, and leverage this knowledge for better on-store
presence and content placement.
With a better understanding on where your
content and Apps are placed in relation to your
competitors, and the relative value of these
placements, you can negotiate better positioning
and promotional campaigns across the platforms
in question.

With a more holistic view of your Apps and Titles
across all devices, you can make better decisions
and unlock hidden campaign opportunities to
increase engagement and reduce churn.

Looper Insights’ clients have over 500m subscribers.
Our Vizibility solution provides Streamers, VoD Stores,
CTV manufacturers and Film/TV distributors with the
visibility they need to optimize content positioning across
Connected TV and Webstore platforms.
Our New Release and Library compliance tools eliminate
distribution errors and our SaaS model scales with our
clients’ needs.

